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Recent trends
1

Economics in state aid: Quo Vadis in the next five years?

Where to in the longer run?
2
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Recent trends 
1

A look at the immediate future

Tax rulings

• more investigations to 

come

• assessment of arm’s-

length principle

Fitness checks

• ongoing consultations, 

such as the EEAG and 

the aviation guidelines

• cover economic tools

Ex post evaluations

• first wave of evaluations 

has come in

• are actual effects of aid in 

line with those intended?

Litigation

• economists now appear 

in front of the General 

Court

• admissibility of appeals 
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Where to in the longer run?
2

Where state aid analysis could use more economics 

New (Com)mission 

• debates on industrial policy 

and strict competition rules

• Important Projects of 

Common European Interest

Quantum and recovery

• changes from a procedural 

perspective with a new notice

• need for focus on appropriate 

calculation of the quantum

Competition vs. 

financial analysis

• financial analysis 

(e.g. profitability 

analysis, financial 

benchmarking) 

already relatively 

sophisticated 

• competition 

analysis lagging 

behind (e.g. in-

depth analysis of 

distortions)
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